DESKTOPS AS A SERVICE (DaaS)

Desktops as a Service
A Hassle-Free, Anytime/Anywhere Solution
Do your employees complain that their computers lack
the flexibilities and capabilities they’ve come to regard as
business-essential in today’s competitive environment?
Getting pressure to enable expanded use mobile devices,
including those owned by employees?
Trying to figure out how to pay for a Windows 10 migration?
Struggling with too many desktop security issues while your
IT budget faces yet another squeeze?

Building, provisioning, and delivering desktops
has never been easier or more affordable.
Those ‘yes’ answers are telling you the time has come to reevaluate
your desktop strategy. After all, for most organizations, physical
desktop computer infrastructures no longer make sense. They’re
expensive, insecure, and maintenance-intensive and they cannot
adequately meet today’s changing business requirements.
Into the Clouds: Quest’s Desktops as a Service. Quest’s Desktops
as a Service (DaaS) solution brings you the benefits of virtual
desktops — simplified deployment, improved data security, and
centralized management—without the exorbitant capital costs
and unending management hassles. Quest Cloud-hosted desktops
can deliver savings of nearly 40% over average physical desktop
PCs. The ability to offload endpoint costs or extend the lifecycle
of an existing PC can also deliver significant savings of up to
$300 per year per desktop.
Flexibility to Match Your Needs. Quest can make DaaS work for
your business in several ways. Run DaaS at our secure, reliable
Cloud data centers on either dedicated or shared servers— or at
your site. Or Quest can create a hybrid combination of both.

Invest in the Capability, not the Product®
Contact your Quest representative
800-326-4220 | www.questsys.com

Quest DaaS Key Capabilities Include:
•

Seamless access from any device. Desktop images can
be accessed anytime, anywhere from iPads, iPhones,
iPod Touch, Android-based tablets and smartphones,
thin clients, and legacy PCs.

•

Desktop images can be deployed on-demand in minutes
so end-users can stop working in one location or on one
device and use another device (including those they own
themselves) at a different location to pick up right where
they left off.

•

Escape from the tedium and costs of desktop
management. Quest DaaS desktops are managed
via a single, web-based, intuitive interface. No more
upgrades and patching. No all-nighters when it’s
time to add an app. No more help desk hassles.

•

All the data and apps on each employee desktop remain
secure because all desktop images continue to reside in
Quest’s highly secure Cloud. So if a notebook or tablet
is lost or stolen, it can be wiped—and that end-user’s
desktop image can be placed on another device.

•

You can start out modestly, then scale up easily and
quickly as your experience and requirements increase.

Deploy Your Desktops On-Demand in Just Minutes. Quest DaaS
is a pay-as-you-go Cloud subscription service that requires no
capital investment and leverages carrier-class scale and
geographic coverage that’s not available to most organizations.
You can custom-configure Quest DaaS to meet your end-users’
performance requirements, specifying OS, RAM, CPU, disk
space, and more according to particular end-users’ needs. Once
you’re a Quest customer, your Cloud-hosted desktops can be
deployed in a matter of hours, not months, with substantially
reduced complexity and risk.
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